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(57) Abstract: Systems and methods for automated data privacy compliance involve a data privacy operations server receiving in -
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR AUTOMATED DATA PRIVACY

COMPLIANCE

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to the field of data privacy, and

more particularly to systems and methods for automating data privacy law

compliance.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Currently, comprehensive data privacy laws (also known as data protection

laws) that prohibit the disclosure or misuse of information held on private individuals

have been adopted in numerous countries throughout the world. Thus, it may be

necessary for financial institutions, such as global banks, to assure that they file for

and/or secure approvals from all appropriate regulators in various countries that have

data privacy or data protection laws regarding, for example, the movement of data

across borders.

[0003] In some countries, the data protection or privacy regulators may comprise

official data privacy or data protections offices from whom such approvals must be

sought. In other countries, there may be financial services or other types of

organizations within those countries that may typically require various types of

approvals addressing the use of personally identifiable information and its purposes.

In addition, some countries may have references in their respective constitutions

regarding the use of personally identifiable information. It is self-apparent that

privacy and data protection requirements are very significant issues, for example, for

entities such as financial institutions that operate in a large number of countries.

[0004] There is a present need for systems and methods that enable entities that

operate in a large number of countries to ensure that they are in compliance with data

privacy or protection laws associated with personally identifiable information in all

such countries.



[0005] Summary of the Invention

[0006] Embodiments of the invention employ computer hardware and software,

including, without limitation, one or more processors coupled to memory and non-

transitory computer-readable storage media with one or more executable programs

stored thereon which instruct the processors to perform the automated data privacy

compliance described herein. Embodiments of the invention provide systems that

may employ, for example, a data privacy operations server having a processor

coupled to memory, the processor being programmed to receive information via a

web server regarding an initiative, the data privacy operations server processor being

further programmed to package the received initiative information for assessment by a

data privacy legal compliance function of the processor; at least one database storing

an inventory of data privacy compliance requirements resources accessible by the data

privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy operations server processor via

a relational database server to assess the packaged initiative information; and a clear

function of the data privacy operations server processor that generates an approval

recommendation based on the assessment of the packaged initiative information by

the data privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy operations server

processor.

[0007] Further aspects of embodiments of the invention may employ, for example,

at least one terminal coupled to the data privacy operations server that displays a user

interface implemented by at least a model-view-controller of the data privacy

operations server processor. In other aspects, the user interface may, for example,

format and display data privacy compliance requirements from the data privacy

compliance requirements resources accessed by the data privacy legal compliance

function. In still other aspects, the user interface may display, for example, a plurality

of data entry fields to receive the initiative information. In additional aspects, the user

interface may, for example, display the plurality of data entry fields to receive the

initiative information and define a dataset addressing data privacy legal compliance

requirements for a plurality of different countries. In still further aspects, the user

interface may, for example, display the plurality of data entry fields to define a dataset

addressing data privacy legal compliance requirements for a plurality of different

countries responsive to country-specific queries.



[0008] Additional aspects of embodiments of the invention may employ, for

example, a workflow engine of the data privacy operations server processor that

advances the packaged initiative information to the data privacy legal compliance

function of the data privacy operations server processor. In other aspects, the at least

one database storing the inventory of data privacy compliance requirements resources

may, for example, be communicatively coupled to the data privacy legal compliance

function of the data privacy operations server processor via a service-oriented

architecture web service. In further aspects, the at least one database may comprise,

for example, a data standards management interface, a systems inventory, a global

data warehouse, and a supplier policy interface. In still further aspects, the inventory

of data privacy compliance requirements resources stored on the at least one database

may comprise, for example, an electronic library of data privacy protection legal

requirements. In additional aspects, the clear function of the data privacy operations

server processor may generate, for example, an approval comprising confirmation that

a notification was generated to, or an approval was sought and received from,

predetermined data privacy legal compliance officials for the initiative.

[0009] Embodiments of the invention may also provide methods involving, for

example, receiving, by a data privacy operations server having a processor coupled to

memory, information via a web server regarding an initiative; packaging, by the data

privacy operations server processor, the received initiative information for assessment

by a data privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy operations server

processor; accessing, by the data privacy legal compliance function of the data

privacy operations server processor, at least one database storing an inventory of data

privacy compliance requirements resources via a relational database server; assessing,

by the data privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy operations server

processor, the packaged initiative information; and generating, by a clear function of

the data privacy operations server processor, an approval recommendation based on

the assessment of the packaged initiative information by the data privacy legal

compliance function of the data privacy operations server processor.

[0010] In aspects of embodiments of the invention, receiving the information may

involve, for example, receiving the information regarding the initiative via at least one

terminal coupled to the data privacy operations server displaying a user interface



implemented by at least a model-view-controller of the data privacy operations server

processor. In further aspects, receiving the information may involve, for example,

receiving the information regarding the initiative via the user interface displaying a

plurality of data entry fields defining a dataset addressing data privacy legal

compliance requirements. In other aspects, receiving the information may involve,

for example, receiving the information regarding the initiative via the user interface

displaying the plurality of data entry fields for receiving the initiative information

defining the dataset addressing data privacy legal compliance requirements for a

plurality of different countries. In still other aspects, receiving the information may

involve, for example, receiving the information regarding the initiative via the user

interface displaying the plurality of data entry fields for entry of data privacy legal

compliance information responsive to country-specific queries.

[0011] In additional aspects of embodiments of the invention, packaging the

received initiative information may involve, for example, advancing the packaged

initiative information to the data privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy

operations server processor by a workflow engine of the data privacy operations

server processor. In other aspects, accessing the at least one database may involve,

for example, accessing the at least one database storing the inventory of data privacy

compliance requirements resources communicatively coupled to the data privacy legal

compliance function of the data privacy operations server processor via a service-

oriented architecture web service. In still other aspects, accessing the at least one

database may involve, for example, formatting and displaying, on the at least one

terminal, data privacy compliance requirements from the data privacy compliance

requirements resources stored on the at least one database accessed by the data

privacy legal compliance function.

[0012] In further aspects of embodiments of the invention, assessing the packaged

initiative information may involve, for example, assessing the packaged initiative

information based at least in part on data from the inventory of data privacy

compliance requirements resources comprising a data standards management

interface, a systems inventory, a global data warehouse, and a supplier policy

interface. In additional aspects, assessing the packaged initiative information may

involve, for example, assessing the packaged initiative information based at least in



part on data from the inventory of data privacy compliance requirements resources

comprising an electronic library of data privacy protection legal requirements. In

other aspects, generating the approval recommendation may involve, for example,

generating an approval recommendation comprising confirmation that a notification

was generated to, or an approval was sought and received from, predetermined data

privacy legal compliance officials for the initiative.

[0013] These and other aspects of the invention will be set forth in part in the

description which follows and in part will become more apparent to those skilled in

the art upon examination of the following or may be learned from practice of the

invention. It is intended that all such aspects are to be included within this

description, are to be within the scope of the present invention, and are to be protected

by the accompanying claims.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0014] Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram that illustrates an example of components and

a flow of information between components for a system according to embodiments of

the invention; and

[0015] Fig. 2 is a flow chart that illustrates an example of a process according to

embodiments of the invention.

Detailed Description

[0016] Reference will now be made in detail to embodiments of the invention, one

or more examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Each

example is provided by way of explanation of the invention, not as a limitation of the

invention. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and

variations can be made in the present invention without departing from the scope or

spirit of the invention. For example, features illustrated or described as part of one

embodiment can be used in another embodiment to yield a still further embodiment.

Thus, it is intended that the present invention cover such modifications and variations

that come within the scope of the invention.

[0017] Embodiments of the invention provide a data privacy automated tool

(DPAT) that may ensure that an entity operating in several countries is in compliance



with data privacy and protection laws in all of those countries. A process for

embodiments of the invention may involve stages, such as receiving data for an

initiative, initiative clarification, data privacy review of the initiative, publishing the

initiative to various countries, country compliance review of the initiative, and

initiative review and clearance. In the receiving stage, data for an initiative may be

received by the system for embodiments of the invention, for example, from a

business unit of an entity, such as a financial institution. In the clarification stage,

requests for clarifications may be generated, and in the data privacy review stage, the

initiative may be reviewed.

[0018] In the publishing stage, the initiative may be published to various countries,

and in the country compliance review stage, the initiative may be further reviewed

and evaluated by country compliance, legal, and human resources functions to

complete actions. Thereafter, in the review and clearance stage, the initiative may be

again reviewed, action items may be closed, and a notice may be generated to the

business unit of a clearance status for the initiative.

[0019] Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram that illustrates an example of components and

a flow of information between components for a system according to embodiments of

the invention. Referring to Fig. 1, a user 100 may access a system for embodiments

of the invention to enter data 102 and receive responses 104 via a web server 106,

such as INTERNET INFORMATION SERVER® (IIS) by MICROSOFT® using a

web access management architecture 108, such as SITEMINDER® by COMPUTER

ASSOCIATES®, and Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) protocol.

[0020] Referring further to Fig. 1, a system for embodiments of the invention may

include a presentation layer 112 that may employ, for example, an open source server-

side web application framework 114, such as ASP.NET, server controls 116, a

controls extender toolkit 118, such as AJAX® Toolkit by MICROSOFT®, a common

controls library 120, and a model-view-controller (MVC) 122 for implementing user

interfaces. The presentation layer 112 may also include, for example, a data privacy

operations business logic layer 124, comprising a data privacy operations model 126

and a data privacy operations data access layer 128. It is to be understood that the

foregoing references to particular servers, architectures, protocols, frameworks,



toolkits, libraries, and other components are examples only and that embodiments of

the invention are not limited to such examples.

[0021] Referring once more to Fig. 1, a system for embodiments of the invention

may also include, for example, a data access layer component 130 comprising, for

example, one or more structured query language data privacy operations databases

132, such as SQL SERVER 2008® by MICROSOFT®, via which business objects

may be extracted, transformed, and loaded into a final target, such as an operational

data store. It is likewise to be understood that the foregoing reference to a particular

server is an example only and that embodiments of the invention are not limited to

such an example. Thus, a system for embodiments of the invention may employ, for

example, a service-oriented architecture / web service 134 by which other systems

may be communicatively coupled to the presentation layer 112.

[0022] Such other systems may include, for example, information source and

reference interfaces, such as a data standards management tool interface 136, a

systems inventory of the entity interface 138, a global entity management system

interface 140, and an entity-approved supplier policy interface 142, as well as a real

estate management system (not shown) and a global data warehouse (not shown). In

addition, embodiments of the invention may employ, for example, one or more

structured query language (SQL) relational database servers for storing and

processing information.

[0023] The data standards management tool 136 may comprise, for example, an

interface that allows selection of one or more legal entities for each country selected

for application and/or function data to be collected, stored, and/or accessed; and the

entity's systems inventory 138 may comprise, for example, an authoritative source

and inventory of all the systems in the entity. The global entity management system

140 may comprise, for example, a database that includes corporate governance and

reportable events information for the legal entities within the entity as defined in the

management policy of the entity; and the entity-approved supplier policy interface

142 may provide, for example, access to the contracts that may be established for

each vendor relating to one or more applications in an initiative. The real estate

management system (not shown) may be used, for example, for data center



management; and the global data warehouse (not shown) may comprise, for example,

a data repository from which all user details may be extracted.

[0024] As noted, embodiments of the invention may employ a software

framework, such as the dot net framework developed by MICROSOFT®, that may

run, for example, on a graphical operating system, such as MICROSOFT

WINDOWS®. As also noted, embodiments of the invention may provide one or

more applications that run, for example, in a web browser with user interface features,

such as drop down menus, search features, and the like. As additionally noted,

embodiments of the invention may utilize a number of open source applications that

supply data which enables users to select valid data in order to complete a number of

different data fields. Aspects of the invention may involve, for example,

collaboration or interaction with a business unit of an entity followed by a user

accessing an application for embodiments of the invention based on access

entitlements of the user.

[0025] An application for embodiments of the invention may provide a menu

driven system with drop down menus prompting entry of information, such as

purposes and uses of data that may be included in an initiative. In the case of

employee information, such data may include, for example, names and other

employee data including human resources (HR) information and employee profile

information. Embodiments of the invention may provide an electronic library of

applicable privacy and data protection laws for various countries throughout the

world. Based at least in part on requirements found in such privacy and data

protection laws, embodiments of the invention may also provide country specific

questionnaires, which prompt a user for answers to a series of pre-loaded questions.

Such questions may be based at least in part, for example, on key points or key areas

that may address requirements associated with privacy and data protection laws of

particular countries.

[0026] In the process of reviewing a particular application associated with an

initiative, answers to the questions may be received in fields of a user interface of an

application for embodiments of the invention, and entry of answers on some or all of

the fields may be mandatory. The user interface aspect of embodiments of the

invention may also involve, for example, user interface screen tabs allowing users to



access different parts of one or more menus displayed on the screens. In

embodiments of the invention, a user may employ the user interface, for example, to

create a new initiative by selecting a "new" tab on a menu bar displayed on the

screen, which may be displayed only if the user is entitled with a role, such as

"business user" or "business coordinator". Upon receiving a selection of the "new"

tab, an initiative screen may open to a "main" display screen that may include, for

example, tabs for "systems inventory of the entity", "scope", "business relationships",

"associated users", and "questions" and "attachments". The business user or business

coordinator may create a new initiative by completing all required fields on each of

the display screens that are opened by selecting such tabs.

[0027] The user interface for embodiments of the invention may involve, for

example, various tabs and display screens associated with a selection of such tabs,

such as a "search", "summary", and "main". In embodiments of the invention, the

display screen associated with the "main" tab may capture key parameters of the

initiative. Examples of fields found on the display screen associated with the main

tab may include, for example, "managed segment", "purpose", "business functions",

"initiative type", "affiliates", "data categories", and "commitments". It may be

necessary to complete some or all of such fields initially in order to save the new

initiative in a draft status. Once saved, a unique initiative ID may be generated, and

additional tabs associated with other display screens may become available. Such

additional tabs associated with other display screens may include tabs such as "data

privacy items summary", "data privacy items details", "research request",

"withdrawal request", "help" and "resources".

[0028] As also previously indicated, aspects of the invention may also involve, for

example, a user interface displaying, for example, fields for a user to interact with the

system for embodiments of the invention, including without limitation entry of data

related to initiatives. Further, in embodiments of the invention, data may be

downloaded via the interfaces from the internal repositories of the entity storing

various information and references and formatted by the user interface to be utilized

by users. Embodiments of the invention may employ, for example, a process of user

entitlements to one or more system applications in which different users are given

different roles to perform different responsibilities within the application or



applications. Once data for an initiative is received, a workflow engine for

embodiments of the invention may move the initiative information to various data

privacy operation functions.

[0029] Embodiments of the invention may involve, for example, system processes

such as planning an initiative, submitting the initiative, packaging the initiative,

reviewing and supporting the initiative, and clearing the initiative. In a planning stage

for embodiments of the invention, strategic plans may be created and initiatives may

be identified and bundled for a business unit of the entity. In such process, guidance

on such initiatives may be received from data privacy operation functions, and local

business, legal, and compliance functions of embodiments of the invention may

review plans and projects within initiatives.

[0030] Fig. 2 is a flow chart which illustrates an example of a process according to

embodiments of the invention. Referring to Fig. 2, at SI, information regarding an

initiative may be received via a web server by a data privacy operations server having

a processor coupled to memory. At S2, the received initiative information may be

packaged by the data privacy operations server processor for assessment by a data

privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy operations server processor. At

S3, at least one database storing an inventory of data privacy compliance

requirements resources may be accessed via a relational database server by the data

privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy operations server processor.

[0031] Referring further to Fig. 2, at S4, the packaged initiative information may

be assessed by the data privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy

operations server processor. At S5, an approval recommendation may be generated

by a clear function of the data privacy operations server processor based on the

assessment of the packaged initiative information by the data privacy legal

compliance function of the data privacy operations server processor.

[0032] In aspects of embodiments of an invention, data for an initiative may be

received, for example, from a project manager or an application owner within an

entity that involves questions related to requirements that may be necessary to address

because of a use of personally identifiable information for a particular purpose. Such



purpose or use may involve use, for example, of customer data, internal employee

data, or the personally identifiable data of other persons.

[0033] An aspect of embodiments of the invention may involve assuring that a

dataset associated, for example, with either customer or employee data is defined

when identifying or addressing data privacy and protection laws of various countries.

Such aspect may also involve, for example, defining the business purpose or purposes

and objectives of the initiative. This aspect may further involve, for example,

identifying data types or data elements associated with an application in the initiative

and the use of those data types or elements.

[0034] Such aspect may also involve, for example, defining access, storage and

transfer points of the application for each of the various countries. Additionally,

details regarding whether or not information involved in the initiative will be

processed internally or externally may be captured in such aspect. In other words,

details may be captured regarding whether or not third parties may process or

exchange the information associated with either customer or employee data.

[0035] In the submitting stage of embodiments of the invention, data for initiatives

may be submitted for the business unit into the data privacy automation tool and

reviewed by a data privacy operations function. In a packaging process for

embodiments of the invention, the data privacy operations function may package and

submit the initiatives for regional and in-country review, if needed.

[0036] In embodiments of the invention, an initial stage may involve onboarding

of the submitted initiative. The onboarding function for embodiments of the

invention may involve, for example, quality control aspects to assure that all

mandatory details of the initiative have been received. When the information

received for the initiative is deemed to be adequate, a workflow engine for

embodiments of the invention may move the initiative information to a succeeding

stage in the workflow process.

[0037] Such succeeding phase or stage may involve, for example, data processing

in which the data privacy operation function for embodiments of the invention

interfaces directly with a legal and compliance function of the entity in each of the

countries in which the entity operates and which may impact or be identified as part



of the particular initiative. The legal and compliance function for embodiments of the

invention, may involve, for example, a review and evaluation of the initiative

information against the privacy and data protection laws and regulations of each of

such countries. When one or more questions arise as a result of such review and

evaluation, one or more legal and/or compliance queries or research requests for

additional information may be generated and returned to the business unit from which

the initiative information was received.

[0038] In the in-country review process, initiatives may be reviewed against

privacy laws and regulations by local business, legal, and compliance functions of

embodiments of the invention. In the reviewing and supporting process of

embodiments of the invention, the initiatives may be sponsored locally and gaps in

submissions may be communicated by the local business, legal, and compliance

functions. Also in the review and support process, responses may be provided to

queries generated by the legal and compliance functions. Also in this process,

additional input necessary to address action items may be received from the business

unit.

[0039] Once the initiative is fully vetted, an approval of the initiative may be

generated at the legal and compliance function. In embodiments of the invention,

such approval may include, for example, confirmation that a notification was

generated to, or an approval was sought and received from, the appropriate regulator

or regulators in each of the impacted or affected countries regarding the initiative.

When such approval is received, the data privacy operation function for embodiments

of the invention may receive via the workflow engine all documentation that supports

the approval, including without limitation, all notifications and requests for approval

that were submitted or filed and all approvals that were secured.

[0040] When such document is received by the data privacy operation function for

embodiments of the invention, the documentation may be reviewed and approved, and

a notification of approval for implementation of the initiative in the particular

countries may be generated and returned to the business unit of the entity. In the

clearing function for embodiments of the invention, a recommendation for clearance

of the initiative may be generated by the local business, legal, and compliance

functions, and final clearance approvals may be generated by the privacy data



processing operations function, whereupon the initiative may be implemented by the

business unit. In addition, embodiments of the invention may utilize business

intelligence resources, such as BUSINESS OBJECTS® for reporting on a back end

that enables users to generate various types of reports which may be needed and to

which such users may have entitlements.

[0041] Embodiments of the invention may involve, for example, various system

functions such as the automated data pull from various resources, as well as initiative

review, packaging and publishing of initiatives, in-country initiative review, research

requests, withdrawal requests, and user interfaces. The initiative review function for

embodiments of the invention may involve, for example, a region and country support

unit function at which a data privacy complaint initiative may be reviewed to ensure

data privacy compliance in each country of an initiative, as well as all initiative data.

[0042] In addition, the region and country support unit function and a regional

managers function for embodiments of the invention may involve review of the

initiative to ensure data accuracy and requirements for in-country review and

clearance of the initiative. The packaging and publishing functions for embodiments

of the invention may involve, for example, a mapping functionality and a

functionality for review of received initiative information for data privacy

requirements of various countries, including denial of an initiative in a particular

country to enable compliance with local privacy rules, regulations, and laws.

[0043] An online initiative packaging function for embodiments of the invention

may involve, for example, packaging and publishing of initiatives to various countries

for communication with a country compliance function for faster review and tracking

of initiatives. The in-country initiative review function for embodiments of the

invention may involve, for example, an in-country initiative review and clearance

function for online review and clearance of data privacy requirements and initiatives

by in-country compliance, legal, human resources, region and country support unit

functions.

[0044] The research request function for embodiments of the invention may

provide, for example, support for research request workflow that involves generation

of requests for additional information or clarification to validate details on an



initiative in order to obtain eventual clearance. The request withdrawal function for

embodiments of the invention may enable, for example, a business unit of the entity,

the data privacy operation, and/or an in-country function to withdraw initiatives from

in-country review. The user interface functions for embodiments of the invention

may include, for example, advanced search functions to support an ability to select a

particular initiative and one or more dashboards that enable business unit users and

data privacy operations users to track a status of an initiative review and actions items

in real-time.

[0045] Embodiments of the invention may involve, for example, various

automated system functions, such as initiative on-boarding functions, in-country

review and clearance process functions, initiative status tracking functions, data

privacy laws inventory functions, and system framework and reporting functions.

The initiative on-boarding function for embodiments of the invention may include, for

example, a fast track initiatives function, a collaborative process/priority handling

function, an online submissions by business units function, a data privacy operations

online review function, a question and answer business unit review function, and an

automated data pull from resources function. As previously noted, such resources

may include, for example, the data standards management tool interface 136, the

systems inventory of the entity interface 138, the global entity management system

interface 140, and the entity-approved supplier policy interface 142, as well as the real

estate management system and the global data warehouse.

[0046] Data which may be pulled automatically may include, for example,

application details, such as managed segment and geography and legal entity details

from the data standards management tool 136 and the global entity management

system 140; data privacy details, business and technology owners, and systemic

initiative triggers from the entity's systems inventory 138; third party details, such as

third party information security assessment details, contract details, and date of last

assessment from the entity-approved supplier policy interface 142; user details from

the global data warehouse; and data center details from the real estate management

system.

[0047] The in-country review and clearance process automated function for

embodiments of the invention may involve, for example, a packaging-bucket and



build function, an automated document creation function, and country profile aspects,

such as a data privacy risk determination function, a regional provisioning function, a

country data privacy item and action plan function, and a research request function.

The initiative status tracking automated functions for embodiments of the invention

may involve, for example, a notifications function, a retroactive review and tracking

function, an automated initiative tracking function, and an automated initiative status

update function.

[0048] The data privacy laws inventory automated functions for embodiments of

the invention may include, for example, one or more databases storing an inventory of

data privacy laws and third party contract linkages. The data privacy laws inventory

database may include, for example, and interface with the resources function, a

country risk control matrix, and a link to initiative. The system framework and

reporting automated functions for embodiments of the invention may include, for

example, a dashboard and work queue function, an online context sensitive help

function, a customer reporting function, a maintenance processes function, an audit

trail function, a user work queue and inbox function, a system roles and access

function, and an automated user provisioning function.

[0049] Embodiments of the invention may involve, for example, various system

roles, such as business unit roles, data privacy operations roles, and country roles.

The business unit roles for embodiments of the invention may include, for example, a

business user role, a business coordinator role, and a business, operations, and

technology leads role. The business user role may involve, for example, creating and

submitting initiatives for data privacy operations review, withdrawing initiatives,

creating, tracking and responding to research requests, viewing and updating

initiatives of which the user is an owner or contributor at or below a particular

entitlement level, and accessing reports based on such entitlements.

[0050] The business coordinator role may involve, for example, performing all

functions available to business users, with an ability to update all initiatives at or

below an entitled level and override a requirement for an initiative to be reviewed by

a business unit, and technology and operations leads prior to submission for data

privacy operations review. The business operations and technology leads role may



involve, for example, reviewing and approving initiatives submitted by a business

user or business coordinator.

[0051] The data privacy operations roles for embodiments of the invention may

include, for example, a data privacy operations privacy client and relationship service

analyst/manager role, a data privacy operations region and country support unit

country/regional manager role, a data privacy operations requirement analyst/manager

role. The data privacy operations privacy client and relationship service

analyst/manager role may involve, for example, reviewing and onboarding initiative,

working with business and progressing an initiative for country review, and creating,

tracking and responding to research requests. The data privacy operations region and

country support unit country/regional manager role may involve, for example,

reviewing and creating data privacy items, packaging and publishing initiative for in-

country review, and creating, tracking and responding to research requests.

[0052] The data privacy operations requirement analyst/manager role may involve,

for example, reviewing and approving clearance of data privacy items and initiatives,

approving initiative withdrawals from a country, and creating, tracking and

responding to research requests. The country roles for embodiments of the invention

may include, for example, a primary country contacts role. The primary country

contacts/ country contacts role may involve, for example, reviewing and clearing data

privacy items, and creating, tracking and responding to research request.

[0053] It is to be understood that embodiments of the invention may be

implemented as processes of a computer program product, each process of which is

operable on one or more processors either alone on a single physical platform, such as

a single computer, or across a plurality of platforms, such as a system or network,

including networks such as the Internet, an intranet, a WAN, a LAN, a cellular

network, or any other suitable network. Embodiments of the invention may employ

client devices that may each comprise a computer-readable medium, including but not

limited to, random access memory (RAM) coupled to a processor. The processor may

execute computer-executable program instructions stored in memory. Such

processors may include, but are not limited to, a microprocessor, an application

specific integrated circuit (ASIC), and or state machines. Such processors may

comprise, or may be in communication with, media, such as computer-readable



media, which stores instructions that, when executed by the processor, cause the

processor to perform one or more of the steps described herein.

[0054] It is also to be understood that such computer-readable media may include,

but are not limited to, electronic, optical, magnetic, RFID, or other storage or

transmission device capable of providing a processor with computer-readable

instructions. Other examples of suitable media include, but are not limited to, CD-

ROM, DVD, magnetic disk, memory chip, ROM, RAM, ASIC, a configured

processor, optical media, magnetic media, or any other suitable medium from which a

computer processor can read instructions. Embodiments of the invention may employ

other forms of such computer-readable media to transmit or carry instructions to a

computer, including a router, private or public network, or other transmission device

or channel, both wired or wireless. Such instructions may comprise code from any

suitable computer programming language including, without limitation, C, C++, C#,

Visual Basic, Java, Python, Perl, and JavaScript.

[0055] It is to be further understood that client devices that may be employed by

embodiments of the invention may also comprise a number of external or internal

devices, such as a mouse, a CD-ROM, DVD, keyboard, display, or other input or

output devices. In general, such client devices may be any suitable type of processor-

based platform that is connected to a network and that interacts with one or more

application programs and may operate on any suitable operating system. Server

devices may also be coupled to the network and, similarly to client devices, such

server devices may comprise a processor coupled to a computer-readable medium,

such as a random access memory (RAM). Such server devices, which may be a

single computer system, may also be implemented as a network of computer

processors. Examples of such server devices are servers, mainframe computers,

networked computers, a processor-based device, and similar types of systems and

devices.



What is claimed is:

1 . A system, comprising:

a data privacy operations server having a processor coupled to memory, the

processor being programmed to receive information via a web server regarding an

initiative, the data privacy operations server processor being further programmed to

package the received initiative information for assessment by a data privacy legal

compliance function of the processor;

at least one database storing an inventory of data privacy compliance

requirements resources accessible by the data privacy legal compliance function of

the data privacy operations server processor via a relational database server to assess

the packaged initiative information; and

a clear function of the data privacy operations server processor that generates

an approval recommendation based on the assessment of the packaged initiative

information by the data privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy

operations server processor.

2 . The system of claim 1, further comprising at least one terminal coupled to the

data privacy operations server that displays a user interface implemented by at least a

model-view-controller of the data privacy operations server processor.

3 . The system of claim 2, wherein the user interface formats and displays data

privacy compliance requirements from the data privacy compliance requirements

resources accessed by the data privacy legal compliance function.

4 . The system of claim 2, wherein the user interface displays a plurality of data

entry fields to receive the initiative information.

5 . The system of claim 4, wherein the user interface displays the plurality of data

entry fields to receive the initiative information and define a dataset addressing data

privacy legal compliance requirements for a plurality of different countries.



6 . The system of claim 5, wherein the user interface displays the plurality of data

entry fields to define a dataset addressing data privacy legal compliance requirements

for a plurality of different countries responsive to country-specific queries.

7 . The system of claim 1, further comprising a workflow engine of the data

privacy operations server processor that advances the packaged initiative information

to the data privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy operations server

processor.

8 . The system of claim 1, wherein the at least one database storing the inventory

of data privacy compliance requirements resources is communicatively coupled to the

data privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy operations server processor

via a service-oriented architecture web service.

9 . The system of claim 1, wherein the inventory of data privacy compliance

requirements resources stored on the at least one database comprises a data standards

management interface, a systems inventory, a global data warehouse, and a supplier

policy interface.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the inventory of data privacy compliance

requirements resources stored on the at least one database comprises an electronic

library of data privacy protection legal requirements.

11. The system of claim 1, wherein the clear function of the data privacy

operations server processor generates an approval comprising confirmation that a

notification was generated to, or an approval was sought and received from,

predetermined data privacy legal compliance officials for the initiative.

12. A method comprising:

receiving, by a data privacy operations server having a processor coupled to

memory, information via a web server regarding an initiative;

packaging, by the data privacy operations server processor, the received

initiative information for assessment by a data privacy legal compliance function of

the data privacy operations server processor;



accessing, by the data privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy

operations server processor, at least one database storing an inventory of data privacy

compliance requirements resources via a relational database server;

assessing, by the data privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy

operations server processor, the packaged initiative information; and

generating, by a clear function of the data privacy operations server processor,

an approval recommendation based on the assessment of the packaged initiative

information by the data privacy legal compliance function of the data privacy

operations server processor.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein receiving the information further comprises

receiving the information regarding the initiative via at least one terminal coupled to

the data privacy operations server displaying a user interface implemented by at least

a model-view-controller of the data privacy operations server processor.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein receiving the information further comprises

receiving the information regarding the initiative via the user interface displaying a

plurality of data entry fields defining a dataset addressing data privacy legal

compliance requirements.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein receiving the information further comprises

receiving the information regarding the initiative via the user interface displaying the

plurality of data entry fields for receiving the initiative information defining the

dataset addressing data privacy legal compliance requirements for a plurality of

different countries.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein receiving the information further comprises

receiving the information regarding the initiative via the user interface displaying the

plurality of data entry fields for entry of data privacy legal compliance information

responsive to country-specific queries.

17. The method of claim 12, wherein packaging the received initiative information

further comprises advancing the packaged initiative information to the data privacy



legal compliance function of the data privacy operations server processor by a

workflow engine of the data privacy operations server processor.

18. The method of claim 12, wherein accessing the at least one database further

comprises accessing the at least one database storing the inventory of data privacy

compliance requirements resources communicatively coupled to the data privacy legal

compliance function of the data privacy operations server processor via a service-

oriented architecture web service.

19. The method of claim 12, wherein accessing the at least one database further

comprises formatting and displaying, on the at least one terminal, data privacy

compliance requirements from the data privacy compliance requirements resources

stored on the at least one database accessed by the data privacy legal compliance

function.

20. The method of claim 12, wherein assessing the packaged initiative information

further comprises assessing the packaged initiative information based at least in part

on data from the inventory of data privacy compliance requirements resources

comprising a data standards management interface, a systems inventory, a global data

warehouse, and a supplier policy interface.

21. The method of claim 12, wherein assessing the packaged initiative information

further comprises assessing the packaged initiative information based at least in part

on data from the inventory of data privacy compliance requirements resources

comprising an electronic library of data privacy protection legal requirements.

22. The method of claim 12, wherein generating the approval recommendation

further comprises generating an approval recommendation comprising confirmation

that a notification was generated to, or an approval was sought and received from,

predetermined data privacy legal compliance officials for the initiative.
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